NEW

STAINLESS 125 MEDIA FILTER

SUPERIOR NEW DESIGN – COMPETITIVELY PRICED

SAME FILTRATION AREA

Same Surface Area Provides Maximum Filtration Capacity

MATCHES SST TANKS

Fits Existing Stainless Tank Configurations

HEAVY DUTY DESIGN

Improved Dome Design for Higher Pressures up to 125psi

SUPERIOR UNDERDRAIN DESIGN

Underdrain covers entire media bed resulting in zero deadspots and greater flow-through

NO GRAVEL REQUIRED

Fast Install & Maintenance with Industry Leading Underdrain

Maximum Pressure: 125 psi

STAINLESS 125 SAND MEDIA FILTER DETAILS:

• Fits Existing Stainless Media Tank (SST) Configurations
• Available in 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, and 48” sizes; 2-Tank to 16-Tank Configurations
• Available in End-Feed, Center Feed, H, and U Patterns
• Built on Design Verified by ITRC – Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
• Features LAKOS Industry Leading Underdrain with 15 Year Warranty
• Tanks Smaller than 48” Feature Pressure Rating Greater than 125psi

BETTER FILTRATION STARTS WITH BETTER MEDIA TANKS

Designed, Engineered, and Assembled in the USA
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